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A Broken Model 
Training teams face a sea of new hires whose experience 
at previous law firms varies from a lot to none. This 
renders useless the one-size-fits-all approach to 
training that has been the norm in legal environments. 
Meanwhile, new software is rolled out to lawyers and 
staff who engage little, if at all, with the formal training 
offered. Classes are scheduled, webinars are held and 

For years, trainers have watched as interest declined in traditional 

approaches to technology training. Confronted with a changing job market, 

many still struggle to find their way on a new path. Key skills are required 

for trainers to increase their value, deliver programs with more impact and 

engage the modern learner.

documents are posted to the learning management 
system (LMS). The content is there; why are they not 
coming? The “if you build it, they will come” model is 
broken and needs to be fixed.

Locked in a Box
Many trainers are marginalized as “just trainers” 
because they have locked themselves in a box that 
contains a limited set of behaviors and tools. They 
spend a few hours with new hires, review applications, 
share a few documents and send them on their way. 
They reactively build classes and quick reference cards 
based on poorly communicated rollout schedules. They 
religiously load content into the LMS, send notification 
emails and post notices about new initiatives. Lather, 
rinse, repeat. Learning is limited to these few events 
within the box and cut off from the business of law. 

Leadership needs trainers who can create new 
and engaging learning that lives very far outside the 
box. Lawyers and staff want experiences more like 
those they have come to expect from applications like 
Google and YouTube. Leaders want this change, lawyers 
and staff want this change, and many trainers know 
they could be more effective. The problem is trainers 
cannot seem to find a way out of the box.

DARE to Unlock the Box
While some firms are making changes and seeing 
results, many senior IT leaders are tired of the lack of 
engagement with training, low technology adoption 
and the same old classes and documents. They want 
more than evolution: They want a training revolution. 
They want to see the learning function recalibrated 
to match the expectations of incoming lawyers and 
staff. They want to transform trainers from tactical 
players into strategic partners who bring more value 
to the firm. 

You’d expect the keys to unlocking the box would be 
virtual training, avatars, gamification and social learning, 
but more importance should be placed on trainers acting 
as business professionals with consultative skills who 
happen to know a lot about training. 

There is a desire to increase the professionalism of 
law firm training. It’s the small things that matter, such as 
dressing for success or following up on customer requests. 
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partnerships with their lawyers and staff and can 
be knowledge consultants for the firm. 

Enhance Programs and Outcomes 
The best trainers know how to deliver and 
measure the value of their efforts. They work 
with stakeholders to assess the effectiveness of 
their learning programs and look back to business 
needs to determine if they met stated goals. 
They are continually learning and improving. 
Firms need trainers who can see how technology 
fits into the firm’s overall strategy, evangelists 
who can help maximize business benefits from 
technology investments. 

Trainers As Strategic Partners
Firms should invest in trainers so they can learn and 
apply consultative skills to their learning programs. 
Trainers should take formal courses in virtual 
facilitation, e-learning instructional design or video 
creation, get a legal trainer certification to sharpen skills, 
and otherwise add to their existing knowledge base. 

As strategic partners, trainers can be enlisted to 
work on things they have never worked on before. They 
will be able to climb outside the pocket of Microsoft 
Office to find out what lawyers and staff really use to 
get work done and then act as consultants to suggest 
the right solutions at the right time. In a world where 
lawyers need to keep abreast of the risks and benefits of 
technology, technology trainers can serve as their guide. 
It’s time to revolutionize your technology training. We 
DARE you!  P2P
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Other issues are more challenging, like learning 
how to measure return on investment or speaking 
clearly and confidently to a room full of partners. 

To revolutionize their programs and bring more 
value to their firms, trainers need to DARE to unlock 
the box.

Discover Performance Needs
Firms are looking for trainers who can build 
relationships with practices and departments, 
understand workflows, and find ways to use 
technology to drive efficiency. Display empathy 
–– the ability to understand how it feels to 
have a tight deadline, face the fear of changing 
ratios or know when your six minutes are up. 
Trainers must know how to collect and analyze 
quantitative and qualitative data. They need to 
lead stakeholder conversations about business 
needs and then prioritize initiatives based on 
relative value to the firm.

Architect Engaging Learning Experiences
Trainers need a working knowledge of adult 
learning and organizational change so they can 
build engaging content and help project teams 
increase awareness of and desire for valuable 
technology. They need the skills to develop on 
multiple platforms –– e-learning, video, audio, 
virtual and face-to-face –– to change behaviors. 
Trainers must select the right kind of learning 
based on customer preferences and the 
appropriate investment of time, effort and money. 

Realize Results Through Effective Coaching and 
Facilitation
All but gone is the “sage on the stage.” Lawyers 
and staff are looking for “guides on the side” who 
facilitate effective learning with credibility and 
confidence using in-house, vendor or curated 
content. They want trainers who can provide 
just the relevant information for their workflow. 
The best trainers use effective questions and 
planned interactions –– whether in person, virtual 
or self-directed –– to continuously adjust and 
refine training based on the situation. They build 
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This article was first published in ILTA’s Winter 2016 issue 

of Peer to Peer titled “Profesional Development: Sharpen 

Your Skills” and is reprinted here with permission. For 

more information about ILTA, visit www.iltanet.org.


